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Both self stimulatory behavior and sensory seeking activities fulfill an autistic individual’s 
need for emotional regulation, comfort, and organization. Whether we wake up feeling 
anxious or feel uncomfortable socially, feel tired and overwhelmed from a long day, or 
experience sensory overload, Unfortunately, due to much stimming and sensory seek-
ing activities being viewed as unacceptable, a lot of adults on the autism spectrum have 
learned to avoid their favorite childhood stimming behavior (e.g., rocking back and forth, 
twirling around, or flapping ones hands).   

My self stimming behaviors as an undiagnosed AS child included sucking on a pacifier 
until I was 5 years old, then pushing my lip up to simulate a similar soothing pacifier 
smell. As I got older, I learned that this behavior was socially inappropriate so I started 
playing with my hair, which I do often. I also doodle when talking to people to soothe my 
anxiety, and fidget with anything I can get my hands on. My sensory seeking behaviors 
are olfactory (I like yummy candles and smell everything), and proprioceptive (I love my 
weighted blanket, hiking, pilates and yoga). 

Self Stimming Behavior  

Although we have reviewed self stemming behavior, as we discuss sensory seeking be-
haviors, it’s important to reflect on your childhood and adult stims. 

1. Share your childhood self-stimming behavior as well as when and why your behavior 
stopped (if it did). What stims do you do as an adult? Do you hide your stims? If so, 
why? 

Sensory Seeking Behavior 

The opposite side of sensory sensitivities is sensory seeking behaviors. Sensory seek-
ing can be done to stimulate, connect our mind to our body, soothe an overwhelmed 
brain, connect our body to our environment when we feel disconnected from our bodies, 
and help us feel mentally and physically organized and integrated.  

2. The following are examples of sensory seeking behaviors. Notice which ones apply to 
you, as well as when, where and why you seek them out: 

• Tactile: Seeking touch from others, objects, textures, surfaces 
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• Visual: Seeking visual patterns, moving objects, specific colors, shapes. (Note: seek-
ing porn to view may fit in this category; staring at others may also be a visual sensory 
seeking behavior). 

• Oral: Seeking food, non-foods to taste, chew, or suck on as well as specific textures 
(e.g. crunchy, minty). 

• Olfactory: Seeking specific smells or smelling everything. 

• Vestibular: Seeking specific body positions such as spinning, rocking, being upside 
down, twirling, flapping or intense movement or speed. 

• Auditory: Seeking loud, repetitive or specific noises (e.g., loud music), making noises 
or repeating songs or words because they are pleasing.  

• Interoceptive: Seeking to experience bodily sensations such as hunger, thirst, hot, 
cold, fatigue.  

• Proprioceptive: Seeking physical contact, crashing into things, stretching, pressure 
(Note: seeking masturbation, erotic massage, regular massage, may be part of this).  

3. What stims or sensory seeking behaviors do you currently do at home, work, in public 
are helpful?  

4.Which stims or sensory seeking behaviors are not as helpful? What would you like to 
do instead to replace the stims or sensory seeking behaviors that you find not as useful/
helpful?  

Homework (or home-play): Next time you start to stim, want to stim,  tune into your urge 
or the act of doing it. Notice why you are doing it. As long as it is useful to you (and 
doesn’t break any laws especially if you are in public) allow yourself do it without judg-
ment.  Notice when you partake in sensory seeking behaviors. Is it helpful? If it isn’t 
helpful to you (e.g., distracts you from your work) what else can you do instead?  

Note: Unlike non-autistic bodies, autistic bodies have very specific sensory needs that 
require different types of input in order to balance out our sensory systems.  
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